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Fixed Guards 

1 Are the fixed guards securely fastened in place and can only be released with the aid of an 
appropriate tool? 

2 Is access possible from any direction to the danger zone? 

3 Is the guard of sound construction? e.g. no bent or missing bars or defects to permit access to the 
danger zone. 

4 Is it possible to reach into the danger zone where openings are provided? 

5 Are there other trapping points created between the guard and any moving part of the machine? 

  
Interlocking Guards  

1 Is the guard interlocked to the press or controls such that it prevents access to the danger zone 
from any direction when the machine is in operation? 

2 Are there any missing, loose, bent or unduly worn parts? 

3 Are the guard linkages in good condition with no missing split pins, washers, circlips etc? 

4 Is the electrical wiring for the interlocking guard in good working condition? 

5 Is the functionality of the limit switches in correct order? 

6 Are there any danger areas created between the guard itself and any moving part of the machine? 

7 Does the guard operate freely under normal operating conditions? 

8 Does the brake stop the crankshaft at its normal stopping position when the guard is opened? 

  
Photo-Electric Safety Devices 

1 Is access to the danger zone possible from any direction where it is not protected by the photo-
electric device? 

2 Are fixed guards provided on the side and rear of the machine? 
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3 Are there other trapping zones created between the guard itself and any moving part of the 

machine? 

4 Is the minimum distance from the nearest trapping point to the photo-electric light curtain not less 
than that recommended by the manufacturer? 

5 It is not possible for a person to stand between the light curtain and the trapping area between the 
tools? 

6 Are the cabinets housing the electronic apparatus closed and locked and the keys removed for 
retention by an authorised person? 

7 Is the light curtain functioning effectively when a test piece is inserted into the light curtain through 
the full height of the curtain at 3 separate places? 

• close to one emitter/receptor column; 
• in the middle of the curtain; 
• close to the other emitter/receptor column 

8 Does the tool stop without apparent delay when a test piece is inserted into the light curtain during 
the closing of the tool? 

 
Note: This guide is however only a basic compliance assistance toolkit and is not exhaustive. It only 
provides a general overview of basic compliance items for a typical Metalworking factory. It is envisaged 
that you may need to make further customisation or modification to the guide to cater for the specific 
processes and conditions in your workplaces.   

 


